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Abstra t
Finding a ut or nding a mat hing in a graph are so simple problems that they are hardly
onsidered problems at all. In this paper, by means of a redu tion from the NAE3SAT problem,
we prove that ombining these two problems together, i.e., nding a ut whose split edges are
a mat hing is an NP- omplete problem. It remains intra table even if we impose the graph
to be simple (no multiple edges allowed) or its maximum degree to be k , with k  4. On the
ontrary, we give a polynomial time algorithm that omputes a mat hing- ut of an SP-graph.
It's open whether the problem is tra table or not for planar graphs and for graphs with maximum
degree 3.
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Introdu tion

We onsider two elementary graph-theoreti problems: nding a mat hing in a graph, i.e., a set
of disjoint edges; and nding a ut in a graph, i.e., a set of edges whose removal dis onne ts the
graph. These two problems an be separately solved in so a straightforward way that they are
hardly onsidered problems at all: an arbitrary edge is a mat hing, and the set of edges in ident
to an arbitrary node is a ut. However, we show that ombining these two problems together, that
is, nding a ut that at the same time is a mat hing, yields an NP- omplete problem.
The problem remains intra table even if we impose the graph to be simple (no multiple edges
allowed) or its maximum degree to be k, with k  4. On the ontrary, we give a polynomial time
algorithm that omputes a mat hing- ut of an SP-graph. It's open whether the problem is tra table
or not for planar graphs and for graphs with maximum degree 3.
Although the problem we address is an interesting ombinatorial problem per se, it rstly arose
in a pra ti al appli ation.
In fa t, in [4, 1℄ is des ribed a new approa h to three-dimensional orthogonal graph drawing,
based on generating the nal drawing through a sequen e of steps. The method starts from a
\degenerate" drawing, in whi h all verti es and edges are overlapped on the same point. At ea h
step the drawing \splits" into two pie es and nds a stru ture more similar to its nal version.
The observation that a ut involving non adja ent edges yields a more eÆ ient (in terms of time
of omputation) and e e tive (in terms of volume o upation, number of bends introdu ed, and
average edge length) performan e, stimulated the investigation on the omplexity of nding su h
ut.


Resear h supported in part by the Murst Proje t: \Algorithms for Large Data Sets".
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The paper is organized as follows: in Se tion 2 basi de nitions are given; in Se tion 3 the
problem of nding a mat hing- ut is demonstrated to be NP- omplete. Se tion 4 shows that the
problem retains its omplexity even if we impose the graph to be simple or its maximum degree to
be k, with k  4. In Se tion 5 we produ e a polynomial time algorithm to nd a mat hing- ut in
an SP-graph.
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Preliminaries

A graph G(V; E ) onsists of a set V of verti es and a set E of edges (u; v), su h that u and v are
verti es in V .
An edge (u; v) is said to be in ident to verti es u and v. Two edges are adja ent if they are
in ident to the same vertex v. The degree of a vertex v is the ardinality of the set of its in ident
edges. In a simple graph every edge in ides on two distin t verti es and two edges share at most
a vertex. A path from u to v is a sequen e of edges e1 ; : : : ; ek su h that, e1 is in ident to u, ek is
in ident to v, and for every i = 1; : : : ; k 1, ei is adja ent to ei+1 . A graph is onne ted if a path
exists between ea h pair of verti es. In the following we onsider only onne ted graphs.
A ut of a graph is a partition of its vertex set V into two non-empty sets. Note that a ut
of a graph with n verti es an be asso iated with an array of n elements with values in f0; 1g,
where all the elements with the same value orrespond to the verti es of the same blo k of the
partition. Sin e (0; 0; : : : ; 0) and (1; 1; : : : ; 1) are forbidden on gurations (they don't orrespond
to partitions), and sin e there are two on gurations orresponding to the same partition, it follows
that there are 2n 1 1 distin t uts.
If the graph is onne ted, a ut an be alternatively hara terized by spe ifying the set of
edges onne ting verti es that do not belong to the same blo k of the partition. Observe that one
des ription of the ut an be easily obtained from the other in linear time.
A mat hing in a graph G is a set E 0  E su h that ea h pair of distin t edges ei and ej of E 0
are not adja ent.
The problem of nding a ut in a graph an be solved in linear time: it suÆ es a random
labeling of its verti es with the two labels 0 and 1. Imposing the ut to be maximum the problem
be omes NP- omplete ([2℄), but approximable within 1:1383 ([3℄).
Finding a mat hing an be solved in O(1) time: ea h single edge is a mat hing.
Although nding a ut and nding a mat hing are simple problems, we expe t the problem
of nding a ut that is a mat hing to be a more diÆ ult task. In the following se tion we will
demonstrate that this problem is NP- omplete.
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NP-Completeness of The Mat hing-Cut Problem

Formally, the Mat hing-Cut problem is de ned as follows:
Problem:
Instan e:
Question:

Mat hing-Cut

A onne ted graph G(V,E).
Does a set E 0  E , su h that E 0 is a ut and a mat hing, exist?

Given a ut, it's easy to he k in linear time if it is a mat hing by marking the extremes of
ea h edge belonging to the ut. If no vertex is marked twi e, the ut is also a mat hing. A nondeterministi Turing ma hine may generate all possible uts and he k in linear time if the uts are
mat hing- uts. It follows that the mat hing ut problem is in NP.
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We will demonstrate that the Mat hing-Cut problem is NP-hard by means of a redu tion from
the NAE3SAT problem:
Problem:

Not-All-Equal-3-Sat (NAE3SAT)

A set C of lauses, ea h ontaining 3 literals from a set of boolean variables.
Question: Can truth values be assigned to the variables so that ea h lause ontains at
least one true literal and at least one false literal?
Instan e:

Given a formula  in onjun tive normal form with v variables x1 ; : : : ; xv and m lauses
C1 ; : : : ; Cm , with three literals ea h, we onstru t a graph G() that admits a mat hing- ut if
and only if  is satis able with the NAE3SAT onstraints.
We start by building two hains of 2m + v double linked verti es as shown in Figure 1.
FALSE CHAIN

TRUE CHAIN

Figure 1: First step of the onstru tion of G(): we reate two hains of 2 + v double linked
verti es.
The upper hain will be alled in the following FALSE- hain, and the lower TRUE- hain. Sin e
the verti es of ea h hain are linked with multiple edges, no mat hing- ut an separate two verti es
of the same hain, and ea h hain will belong to the same blo k of the partition that onstitutes
a mat hing- ut. We will build the remaining part of the graph G() adding subgraphs onne ted
both to the upper and to the lower hains in su h a way that, if a mat hing- ut exists, it will
ne essarily separate the two hains utting through all the inserted subgraphs. We all TRUE-set
the blo k of the partition whi h the TRUE- hain belongs to, and FALSE-set the other.
The subgraphs to be introdu ed are of two types: the variable-gadget and the lause-gadget.
Figure 2-a shows the variable-gadget. We introdu e a variable-gadget for ea h boolean variable xi .
The only way to ut the variable-gadget with a mat hing- ut is along the lines of Figure 2-b. Ea h
ut leaves the xi vertex and the xi vertex on the two opposite sets. Any other ut is not allowed,
sin e it is not a mat hing.
FALSE CHAIN

xi

FALSE CHAIN

xi

xi

TRUE CHAIN

xi

TRUE CHAIN

(a)

(b)

Figure 2: The variable-gadget for variable xi (a) and the only two possible mat hing- uts (b).
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Figure 3: The lause-gadget for lause (li _ lj _ lk ).
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Figure 4: The lause-gadget for lause (li _ lj _ lk ).
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li
false
false
false
false
true
true
true
true

lj
false
false
true
true
false
false
true
true

lk
false
true
false
true
false
true
false
true

ut
no ut
A
B
C
D
E
F
no ut

Table 1: Truth assignment orresponding to the six uts showed in Figure 4.
FALSE CHAIN

x1

x1

x2

x2

x3

x1

x3

x2

x3

TRUE CHAIN

Figure 5: Constru tion for the rst three variables and a lause (X1 _ X 2 _ X3 ).
Figure 3 shows the lause-gadget. We will introdu e a lause-gadget for ea h lause of the 
formula. The three bla k verti es of Figure 3 orrespond to the literals li , lj , and lk of the lause
(li _ lj _ lk ). There are six ways to ut through the lause-gadget with a mat hing- ut, as Figure 4
shows. Ea h ut orresponds to the truth assignment for the literals illustrated in Table 1.
Note that there is no mat hing- ut for the lause-gadget that leaves all the three verti es
orresponding to the literals on the same side, and that there is no other mat hing- ut that ould
separate a subgraph of the lause-gadget.
Finally, ea h vertex representing a literal li , lj , or lk of the lause-gadget is onne ted to the
vertex representing the orresponding literal of the variable-gadget by means of two edges, so to
impose that they will belong to the same blo k of the partition determined by the mat hing- ut.
Figure 5 shows the whole onstru tion for a formula with three boolean variables and a single
lause.
We laim that a mat hing- ut an be found in the graph G() if and only if the orresponding
instan e  of the NAE3SAT problem has a solution.
Suppose that su h ut exists. Sin e the hains an not be ut and sin e no lesser part of
the gadgets an be separated from the rest of the graph, the mat hing- ut has to separate the two
hains, utting through all the gadgets that tie them together. All the variable-gadgets are atta hed
to the FALSE- hain and to the TRUE- hain, so the mat hing- ut must ut through their edges in
one of the two ways shown in Figure 2-b, determining a truth assignment of the boolean variables.
Leaving a variable-vertex on a set implies that the orresponding literals in the lauses belong to
the same set, and the negate literals belong to the other set. The lause-gadget too are ut in two
by the mat hing- ut, and ne essarily in one of the six ways illustrated in Figure 4, implying that
at least one of the literal-verti es belongs to the TRUE-set and the other to the FALSE-set. So
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ea h lause, and the  formula, is satis ed as requested by the NAE3SAT problem.
Conversely, if a truth assignment exists su h that ea h lause has a true literal and a false one,
a mat hing- ut an be found utting through the variable-gadgets so to leave the variable-vertex
in the set orresponding to its boolean value, the negate literal will be in the other set, and utting
through the lause-gadget by using ne essarily one of the six uts of Table 1 orresponding to the
truth assignment of the literals. It's easy to verify that the ut so obtained is a mat hing- ut. The
following theorem is therefore demonstrated:
Theorem 1
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The Mat hing-Cut problem for a

onne ted graph

G is

NP- omplete.

Simple graphs and graph with maximum degree four

We easily modify the previous onstru tion to demonstrate that if we impose the graph to be
simple, the problem retains its omplexity. Namely, we note that between a pair of verti es of the
graph G() there an be a single edge or two, and in the latter ase we an repla e one of the two
edges with a two edges long path, as shown in Figure 6.

Figure 6: Repla ing an edge with a path of two edges to eliminate double edges.
It's easy to see that the three verti es of the so formed triangle are for ed to be in the same set
of the bipartition indu ed by a mat hing- ut. So, the following orollary is demonstrated:
Corollary 1

The Mat hing-Cut problem for a simple

onne ted graph

G is NP-

omplete.

We modify the same onstru tion to demonstrate that the problem remains NP- omplete even
imposing a maximum degree k, with k  4 for the verti es of the graph. Observe that the verti es
of the proposed onstru tion have even degree. Also, edges are introdu ed two-by-two in order to
impose that the double linked verti es will belong to the same set of the bipartition determined by a
mat hing- ut. So, ea h vertex with degree greater than 4 an be repla ed with the star onstru tion
of Figure 7, in whi h every vertex has degree four. It's easy to see that a mat hing- ut an not
separate the verti es of the star-shaped subgraph of Figure 7.
Corollary 2

k4
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The Mat hing-Cut problem for a

onne ted graph

G (simple or not) of degree k, with

is NP- omplete.

Mat hing- uts of SP-graphs

In this se tion we des ribe a polynomial time algorithm that nds a mat hing- ut in an SP-graph,
if su h a ut exists.
A graph G with no self-loop is series-parallel (or SP-graph ) if two of its verti es s and t are
sele ted to be respe tively the sour e and the sink of G (denoted G(s; t)), and G an be built by
re ursively applying the following rules:
basi step

graph G(s; t) onsists of a single edge between s and t;
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Figure 7: Verti es with degree greater that 4 an be repla ed with the star-shaped graph of this
gure to demonstrate that the problem remains NP- omplete even for graph of degree greater or
equal that four.
graph G(s; t) is the union of two SP-graphs Gu(su ; tu ) and Gd (sd ; td ) su h
that s = su , tu = sd , and t = td .

serial omposition

graph G(s; t) is the union of two SP-graphs Gl (sl ; tl ) and Gr (sr ; tr ) su h
that s = sl = sr and t = tl = tr .

parallel omposition

Ea h SP-graph an be represented by a binary tree [5℄ in whi h nodes are or three types: S, P,
and Q. Their meaning is the following:





An S-node represents the serial omposition of the graphs orresponding to its hildren, with
the onvention that the left hild represents Gu and the right hild represents Gd
A P-node represents the parallel ompositions of the graphs orresponding to its hildren,
with the onvention that the left hild represents Gl and the right hild represents Gr
A Q-node represents a single edge

In order to guarantee the uniqueness of su h tree for a given SP-graph, we further require that
if a node n1 and its parent n2 have the same type, then n1 is a right hild of n2 . Su h tree is alled
parse tree. It is possible to re ognize an SP-graph (and build its parse tree) in linear time [5℄.
We asso iate ea h node of the parse tree with an SP-graph. For S-nodes and P-nodes the
asso iated SP-graph is obtained by applying the rule represented by the node to the SP-graphs
asso iated with the hildren. For brevity, in the following we do not distinguish between the node
of an parse tree and the graph asso iated with it.
Our algorithm takes as input an SP-graph G and returns as output the mat hing- ut of G if
it exists. It is based on a post-order traversal of the parse tree. In the following we say that a for
a given SP-graph a mat hing- ut is st-separating if it leaves s and t in distin t sets. We say that
vertex s (t) is engaged by a st-separating mat hing- ut if one of the edges of the mat hing- ut is
in ident to s (t).
We asso iate two labels l1 (G0 ) and l2 (G0 ) with ea h node G0 (s; t) of the parse tree of G. Label
l2 (G0 ) signals if G0 admits at least one non st-separating mat hing- ut (l2 (G0 ) = 1) or not (l2 (G0 ) =
0). Note that, if l2 (G0 ) = 1 then for ea h an estor G00 of G0 it must hold l2 (G00 ) = 1.
Label l1 (G0 ) signals whether G0 has at least one st-separating mat hing- ut and whether nodes
s and t are ne essarily engaged. The six possible values of label l1 (G0 ) are listed below along with
their meanings.
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Figure 8: Examples of SP-graph with its l1 labeling. (a) No mat hing- ut exists: l1 = 0. (b) There
exsist at least one mat hing- ut engaging only t: l1 = t. ( ) There exsist at least one mat hing- ut
engaging only s: l1 = s. (d) Any mat hing- ut engages both s and t: l1 = s  t. (e) There exsist
both mat hing- uts engaging s and mat hing- uts engaging t: l1 = s  t. (f) A mat hing- uts exists
whi h does not engage neither s nor t: l1 = 1.
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0
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s
t
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1

0 st s
t st 1
0 0
0
0
0
0
0 0
0
0
0
st
0 0
0 st st
s
0 0 st 0 st
t
0 0 st st st st
0 st s
t st 1
(a) Parallel omposition

Gd

Gu

0
st
t
s
st
1

0 st
s
0 s
s
t st st
t st st
1 1
1
1 1
1
1 1
1

t st
1 1
1 1
1 1
1 1
1 1
1 1

1
1
1
1
1
1
1

(b) Serial omposition

Figure 9: Tables for omputing l1 (G) from the labels of the hildren of G.
0 There does not exist an st-separating mat hing- ut for su h node.

s  t There exists at least one st-separating mat hing- ut and in all mat hing- uts both s and t
are engaged.
s There exists at least one st-separating mat hing- ut. In all mat hing- uts s is engaged.
Further, in some of them, t is not engaged.
t There exists at least one st-separating mat hing- ut. In all mat hing- uts t is engaged.
Further, in some of them, s is not engaged.
s  t There exists at least one st-separating mat hing- ut that engages s and not t and there exists
at least one st-separating mat hing- ut that engages t and not s. Further, no mat hing- ut
that does not engage either s or t exist.
1 There exists at least one st-separating mat hing- ut in whi h neither s nor t are engaged.
The labels l1 and l2 may be omputed re ursively for ea h node G, applying one of the following
rules, depending on the type of the node.
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Q-node

l1 (G) = s  t and l2 = 0.

Let Gl and Gr be the hildren of G. The value of l1 (G) is given in the table shown in
Figure 9(a) whi h summarizes the following observations. If one between Gl and Gr does
not admit an st-separating mat hing- ut, so does G. If Gl (Gr ) admits an un onditioned
st-separating mat hing- ut then l1 (G) = l1 (Gr ) (l1 (G) = l1 (Gl )). In all other ases G may
have an st-separating mat hing- ut if and only if it is possible to nd two mat hing- uts,
one in Gl and one in Gr , that do not engage the same vertex (s or t). Hen e, in su h ases,
l1 (G) = s  t.
The label l2 (G) is 1 if and only if l2 (Gl ) = 1 or l2 (Gr ) = 1.

P-node

Let Gu (su ; tu ) and Gd (sd ; td ) be the hildren of G. The value of l1 (G) is given in the
table shown in Figure 9(b) whi h summarizes the following observations. Re all that tu = sd
and we all v su h vertex. If l1 (Gu ) = l1 (Gd ) = 0 then G does not have an st-separating
mat hing- ut. In all other ases onditions on v are not propagated to l1 (G), while onditions
on su and td are. Note that, sin e an st-separating mat hing- ut either st-separates Gu or
st-separates Gd it an never be l1 (G) = s  t.
The label l2 (G) is 1 if and only if either l2 (Gu ) = 1 or l2 (Gd ) = 1, or if it is possible to nd
two st-separating mat hing- ut, one in Gu and one in Gd , with the ondition that no both
mat hing- ut engage v. Su h observations are summarized by the table in Figure 10:

S-node

Gu
Gd
0
st
t
s
st
1

0 st
0 0
0 0
0 1
0 0
0 1
0 1

s
0
1
1
1
1
1

t st
0 0
0 1
1 1
0 1
1 1
1 1

1
0
1
1
1
1
1

Figure 10: The table for omputing l2 (G) from the labels of the hildren of G.
Theorem 2

There exists a polynomial time algorithm to verify if an SP-graph admits a mat hing-

ut.

(sket h) The orre tness of the algorithm follows from the orre tness of the re ursive
onstru tion of the labels l1 and l2 des ribed above. For the time omplexity, it suÆ es observing
that the number of the nodes in the parse tree asso iated with an SP-graph of m edges is bounded
by 2m, and therefore a post-order traversal an be performed in linear time. The values of l1 (Gi )
and l2 (Gi ) for ea h node Gi of the parse tree an be omputed in onstant time, sin e they depend
only on the values of its two hildren.
Proof:

Further, the algorithm an be easily modi ed as follows in order to a tually return a mat hingut if it exists. Given the input SP-graph, we asso iate with ea h node G(s; t) of its parse tree
three sets S1 , S10 , and S2 . Su h sets are subsets of the edges of the input SP-graph. If l1 (G) = s  t
then subset S1 is a mat hing- ut for G. If l1 (G) = s (l1 (G) = t) then subset S1 is a mat hing- ut
that engages s (t) only. If l1 (G) = s  t then S1 is a mat hing- ut that engages s only, and subset
S10 is an alternative mat hing- ut that engages t only. If l1 (G) = 1 then subset S1 is a mat hing- ut
that engages neither s nor t. If l2 (G) = 1 then S2 is a non st-separating mat hing- ut.
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For ea h node G of the parse tree the three sets S1 , S10 , and S2 an be updated in the same
post-order traversal that al ulates the values of the labels l1 and l2 by suitably ombining the
sets asso iated with the hildren of G. Sin e the sets of the hildren are not needed anymore, the
involved set operations (union and opy) may be performed in onstant time. It follows that the
problem of nding a mat hing- ut in an SP-graph an be solved in polynomial (in fa t, linear)
time.
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Con lusions and Open Problems

We studied the problem of nding a mat hing- ut in a graph, and showed that in the general ase
the problem is NP- omplete, and that it retains its omplexity even if the graph is simple or its
maximum degree is bounded by a onstant k  4.
As for other lasses of graphs, we des ribed an algorithm to nd a mat hing ut (if any) in
an SP-graph in linear time, so demonstrating that the problem is in P for this parti ular lass of
graphs.
It's open whether the problem is tra table or not for planar graphs and for graphs with maximum
degree 3.
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